4 TUBE PARABOLIC TYPE LUMINARE
APPROVED FOR RECESSED MOUNTING

THE LUMINARE SHALL BE COMMERCIAL TYPE WITH CODE GAUGE STEEL, RIGIDIZED BY FULL
LENGTH DIE EMBOSSESING.

Louver Assembly to be provided with self-aligning spring loaded trigger latches and heavy gauge steel hinges which allow hinges from either side. Painted metal parts are primed with a coating of iron phosphate. Regress area is painted matte black enamel. Louvers are to be pre-anodized semi-specular aluminum.

The coefficient of utilization shall not be less than .41 based on a ceiling reflectance of 50 percent, wall reflectance of 30 percent, floor reflectance of 20 percent, and a room cavity ratio of 5.

Ballast shall be energy saving, HFT, ETL, 430MA with U.L. and C.B.M. labels.

Fixtures to be globe cat. No ALP9034-4R-02-12 or approved equal.